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Namaste !!!
There is a calmness to a life lived in gratitude, a quiet joy – Ralph. H. Blum
It was overwhelming to receive Teachers Day greetings from our dear students and parents.
The most important aim of education is the natural development of the child’s inner faculties and powers. To
live is to work, to develop and to properly utilize all our faculties for the betterment of mankind.
A feeble body makes a feeble mind. At childhood, a good diet with constant physical exercises to remain
healthy and physically strong, at adolescence developing intellect, acquisition of knowledge followed by
emotional and moral development, where they learn to live for others and live together in social
relationships.
Our children had some wonderful sessions in Life Education this month , activities based learning, festival
celebration in India, Food habits of mammals, Jungle book creation, Cut and paste skills, Ganesh Chathurthi
and Janmashtami Celebrations, Swatch Bharath activity, Best out of waste, Role play about community
helpers, Good habits, grandparents day celebrations, rainbow day celebration, and Teachers day celebration.
We also enjoyed hosting online Alumni Talk this month, where our little children got to interact with the
alumnus of TSRS, Moulsari.
Stay Healthy, Stay Safe.
Warm regards,
Mrs. Mangala Madhavan



VIGNETTES OF SEPTEMBER MONTH
ACTIVITY BASED LEARNING - ANIMALS



ALL ABOUT FESTIVALS



BEST OUT OF WASTE



COMMUNITY HELPERS



GOOD HABITS

GRANDPARENTS DAY

GROUP ACTIVITY





RAINBOW DAY CELEBRATION



SWATCH BHARAT



TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATION



KNOCK! KNOCK… WE ROCK!
THE POWER OF YOUR SMILE
The power of the sun can kill,
The power of an enemy can burn,
The power of the wind can freeze,
The power of the spirit can learn,
The power of anger can rage within.
But the power of a smile...,
Especially yours can heal a frozen heart.

  
  

MATHEMATICS IN DAILY LIFE
How do you see math? Is it just a subject? Do we use math at least once a day? Of course, we do.
Now let's explore more about it.
Mathematics is used in every aspect of our life; the fact is that most of us don’t know as how we use it daily. It runs
our computers, makes our planes fly, protects our environment, helps in daily needs, educate us and so on and
more. The point is mathematics is embedded in almost every profession and in everyone’s life. We will study some
basic topics and its integrated department.
 Math is periodically integrated with money like If we want to deposit or take a loan in the bank,
the first thing we do is to calculate the interest. This is the concept of ALGEBRA. An important skill in this subject is
to calculate the simple interest, compound interest which in turn would help us to understand as how to manage
the money we invest.
   If we need to renovate our house or apartment, we will calculate the area. of SURFACE
AND PERIMETER. It would also help in knowing how much paint to buy to repaint the room. What is the size of the
furniture to purchase, the décor and everything?
Cook with math: Let’s consider math in cooking, we will use the concept of FRACTIONS. Baking and cooking
require some mathematical skill as well. Every ingredient must be measured and sometimes you need to multiply
or divide to get the exact amount you need. Whatever you do in the kitchen requires math. Even just using the
stove is basic math skills in action. For example, if we must prepare a coffee, we will take 1 glass of milk, ½ glass of
water. After boiling both, add ¾ tablespoon of sugar. Likewise, if a recipe calls for 2/3 cup of flour, the cook should
calculate how much or double 2/3 of a cup.
  When doing any form of art, you are using math. Whether you're a sculptor, a painter, a dancer or
even just doing a collage for fun, you will need to be able to measure, count and apply basic math to it. Every form
of art is co-dependent upon math skills.
   : Every basic thing we use in life consist of history. That means statistics. Considering the past and the
future and keeping record of what has been done. Without statistics we won't know what worked and what didn't.
It helps us to find balance and structure.
Math is a part of our lives, whether we clean the house, make supper, or move the lawn. Wherever you go,
whatever you do, you are using math daily without even realizing it. It just comes naturally.
   
  
 



THIS IS WHY WE DO. WHAT WE DO!!!
We thank The Shriram Universal School chennai, to have made the online classes more simple and less
stressful, both for parents and kids, without compromising on the discipline, decorum and grooming of
children on various aspects.
    
  
TSUSC is very good educational institution. Apart from other schools they connect to parents very well.
Teachers are well qualified and dedicated. Happy to enrol my kid.
   
     
The atmosphere, individual attention, and the extracurricular activities which the school offers is very
good. The campus being in the centre of the city with such facilities is wonderful.
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